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KREG PLATE CARRIER

€26,99 (excl. VAT)

Move large panels in an ergonomic way with the Kreg Plate carrier. Clamp, lift and go! Carrying large
plates becomes easier. You can move sheets yourself without any extra effort or risk of damaging the

material. Simply slide the large pads over the panel and lift the lever to clamp and automatically adjust to
the material thickness. The pads are coated with Kreg GripMaxx™ to ensure a strong, secure grip without

damage, dents or marks. Even on fragile plywood veneer.

The ergonomic handle has thick, durable padding, which makes carrying the plates comfortable.
Moreover, the more you lift the handle, the tighter the pads squeeze to prevent slipping. The panel carrier

is a great addition for any project builder.

SKU: KRE-KMA3000
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Move large panels in an ergonomic way with the Kreg Plate carrier. Clamp, lift and go! Carrying large plates
becomes easier. You can move sheets yourself without any extra effort or risk of damaging the material. Simply

slide the large pads over the panel and lift the lever to clamp and automatically adjust to the material
thickness. The pads are coated with Kreg GripMaxx™ to ensure a strong, secure grip without damage, dents or

marks. Even on fragile plywood veneer.

The ergonomic handle has thick, durable padding, which makes carrying the plates comfortable. Moreover, the
more you lift the handle, the tighter the pads squeeze to prevent slipping. The panel carrier is a great addition
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for any project builder.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

max load capacity 45kg
GripMaxx™ anti-slip

auto grip up to 2cm wide!

DESCRIPTION

Move large panels in an ergonomic way with the Kreg Plate carrier. Clamp, lift and go! Carrying large plates
becomes easier. You can move sheets yourself without any extra effort or risk of damaging the material. Simply

slide the large pads over the panel and lift the lever to clamp and automatically adjust to the material
thickness. The pads are coated with Kreg GripMaxx™ to ensure a strong, secure grip without damage, dents or

marks. Even on fragile plywood veneer. The ergonomic handle has thick, durable padding, which makes
carrying the plates comfortable. Moreover, the more you lift the handle, the tighter the pads squeeze to prevent

slipping. The panel carrier is a great addition for any project builder.
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